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MassMutual Center 
Technical specifications 

 
Dressing Rooms There are four large team style dressing rooms and three 

smaller style dressing rooms. All rooms have toilet and 
shower facilities. 

Freight Elevators Dimensions and Weight Capacities 
 

Freight Elevator #4 
20,000 lbs  
218” Length 
122” Width 
95.5 Height 

 
Freight Elevator #3 
8,000 lbs  

    141” Length 
      92” Width 

95.5” Height 
 
Follow Spots Eight Lycian 1290XLT spotlights and two carbon Arc Super 

trouper are in permanent perches around arena. There are nine 
perch locations around the arena two at each end three along 
stage right side and two along stage left side. The center and 
most downstage perches along stage right are double perches. 
The most down stage perch on stage left is a double perch.  

   
 Each perch location has Clear Com communication 
 
Lighting All house lights are controlled by a Lutron Lighting system 

House Lights 
   12 Quartz Lights on each side 

72 Ephesus LED Lights on the low steel (controlled by Ephesus 
controller in audio booth.) 

   8 Sodium vapor work lights 
 

Metal Halide and Sodium Vapor lamps take approximately 5-7 
minutes to reach full Illumination. LED & Quartz lights come up 
instantly.  

 

Physical  Floor- 93’ x 205’ concrete, 85’ x 200’ with dashers for hockey 
   Unlimited weight load on concrete 
   Height to low steel- 43’ 
   Height to high steel- 56’ 

Loading Access- drive into Exhibition Hall off of Dwight Street or 
State Street through a rollup door and back into a 4 bay truck 
dock. 
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Power 2-400 Amp, 3-phase panels behind Sec. 12 USRight, Trans A 
   1-200 Amp, 3-phase panel behind Sec 17 USLeft, Trans A 

These are dedicated supplies and approximately  
150’ from upstage center. 
 
1-400 Amp, 3-phase panel behind Sec. 22 DSLeft Trans B 
1-200 Amp, 3-phase panel behind Sec. 22 DSLeft Trans B 
Non-dedicated supplies and approximately 
100’ from upstage center. 
 
1-400 Amp, 3-phase panel behind Sec. 25 Mid house SL Trans C 
1-200 Amp, 3 phase panel behind Sec. 25 Mid house SL Trans C 
Dedicated supply and approximately 
200’ from upstage center. 
 
ALL ARE 3 PHASE, FIVE WIRE 

 

 
 
Rigging Information 

 
Main Steel  Location See floor plan attached 
    
   Perspective  Runs across the stage 
 
   Height  43’ from floor to low steel 
     56’ from floor to high steel 
 
    
 
Secondary Steel 
   Location  11-foot center between main steel 
  
   Perspective Up and down stage 
 
   Height  43’ from floor to low steel 
     56’ from floor to high steel 
 
    
   Rigging diagram can be emailed upon request.  
 

Risers The risers are 8’ long and 36” wide and are available in heights of 
8” and 16”. There are, also, 6- 4’ x 8’ x 16” riser available for use.   
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Scoreboard 
The arena owns a four-sided video scoreboard that hangs dead 
center of the arena.  The scoreboard measures 28’ 0” across the 
top and is 16’6” tall. The bottom trims out at 25’ from the floor. It 
can be removed upon request. 
 

Softgoods  3-32 ‘high x 28’ wide black backdrops 
    
 
 

Stagehands IATSE Local 53 supplies labor The MassMutual Center production 
labor crew. House Rate sheets are available on request. Business 
Agent – Michael Afflitto 413-530-4747 

 

Staging The MassMutual Center owns Stage Right multi-height staging 
that is adjustable from 4’ to 6’ in height. The stage pieces are 4’ 
wide and 8’ deep. There is enough staging to make a 60’ x 40’ 
platform and sound wings. Two sound wings 12’ x 24’ also 
adjustable from 4’ to 6’. We own two sets of stairs that adjust from 
4’-6’ with the stage. The stage is equipped with 104’ of Stage 
Right barricade with grill style fronts.  
 

 
Building floor plans and rigging diagrams can be provided upon request.   
 
The Convention Center is 146,976 gross square feet and the arena is 214,916 square feet for a 
total of 361,892 gross square feet.     

 
 
 

 

House Contact     Michael Grant 
       Production Manager 
 

mgrant@mgmsringfield.com 
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